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Europe has long been recognized as the global
leader for trendsetting kitchen design and
innovative engineering. We are proud to bring
you the finest brands Europe has to offer in
custom kitchens, furniture, closets and high-end
appliances. We invite you to visit any of our 17
showrooms across America.

LEICHT
#1 Luxury German Kitchen Brand
Today, Leicht is the leading German premium kitchen brand in the U.S. This is due to a powerful
package which includes the following:
Sticking to the core philosophy - established by the Leicht brothers in 1924 - of delivering highquality kitchens at reasonable prices, nine separate price groups together with a large variety
of accessories, lighting and hardware options all contribute to making Leicht extremely priceflexible.
Concerning innovation and quality, Leicht is a consistent award winner of the iF Product Design
Award, most recently for its Xtend + illuminated shelving system. Notable innovations also
include the Interior+ System and concrete finish.
Fast production times result from high factory efficiency, which allows for a quick turnaround
between orders and delivery. Leicht is a champion of customization and flexibility in its
manufacturing process - a hallmark of this German company.
Leichtny.com

TEAM7
Team7 is the world’s leading solid wood kitchen and furniture manufacturer and is 100% GREEN!
Team7 has engineered a patented system for working with solid wood using all green
materials, earning the reputation as the undisputed world leader in solid wood and sustainable
non-toxic kitchens and furniture for the entire home.
In addition to natural wood and glass kitchens that are considered to be of the finest quality
in the world, Team7 also manufactures exceptional furniture for the entire home -- including
tables, wardrobes, living room systems and custom furniture. Team7 is completely custom and
is the world’s only established brand manufacturing 100% solid wood kitchens and furniture.
Team7 owns its own nearby forests, allowing it to replant all trees sourced. In addition,
products are manufactured using only environmentally friendly materials with no added
formaldehyde.
GermanKitchenCenter.com

CHARLES YORKE
Charles Yorke is the leading manufacturer of bespoke English furniture. This is allowing us to
supply high level English made cabinetry at a variety of styles including all types of wood and
painted finish from traditional to contemporary. Charles Yorke specializes in kitchens, but can
also manufacture all millwork including closets, wardrobes, bathroom furniture, entertainment
units and stand-alone furniture such as tables and bedrooms. Charles Yorke provides the
option of finishing the final coat of paint on site making it a truly hand-made product.
www.charlesyorke.com

STOSA

Innovation for Life.

Stosa has been making kitchens for over 50 years. Today, Stosa is a market-leading brand with an excellent reputation
and produces furniture systems not only for kitchens but living zones too. Our strength lies in our passion and
determination to make life better for all those who spend part of every day in the home’s most convivial space.
Creativity, originality and functionality are the key features of all Stosa kitchens. Distinctive, ergonomic and innovative
design finds full expression through top quality materials and unique attention to detail.
These fundamental characteristics are complemented by exceptionally flexible design, allowing customers to create
their very own kitchen, even combining units from different models. A vast range of colours, materials and finishes
permits over 100,000 different combinations, made possible by 1,000 finishes, 500 door colours, 250 worktop colours
and finishes, and 5 different opening systems.
Rigorously certified and manufactured using environmentally friendly processes and technical partnerships with
industry-leading brands, our kitchens are designed and made entirely in Italy and in true Italian style to satisfy the needs
of the most demanding and refined customers.
Stosa kitchens come in two product lines – classic and modern – to match all lifestyles. Collections are designed
using two different systems: the Look System, which characterises most of our best-sellers, and the innovative and
modular Evolution System, with deeper base cabinets, tall units and wall units for greater storage capacity, improved
ergonomics, and unique style. Stosa Cucine stands out for its ability to offer customers unrivalled freedom to personalise
their kitchens in functioning and looks

stosa.it

MATTEO GENNARI
Matteo Gennari started his career as a talented chef--when one day, he realized that what he really wanted
to do was to create the world’s best kitchens. Many manufacturers make great kitchens, but no one has ever
taken it to the quality and craftsmanship level of Matteo Gennari. Matteo created some of the world’s most
exquisite kitchens, and his client list (strictly confidential) includes some royal families and many of the world’s
wealthiest individuals. Matteo Gennari creates spaces that are completely individual, one of a kind, and with
levels of detail that are not found anywhere else.
The following is one thing that makes Matteo Gennari completely different from all the rest: typically,
a great designer would design a space; and then, artisans would need to create it. Quite often, this creates
the notorious construction battle between design and execution when the contractor says, “That’s a great
design. But how can we build it?”. Matteo Gennari’s advantage is that he’s not only the designer, but also the
manufacturer, fabricator, artisan and installer. This creates a completely superior advantage for anyone who
would like to create a one-of-a-kind space by eliminating any potential conflict between design and execution.
In recent years, Matteo Gennari has evolved from making kitchens to creating entire spaces. Matteo Gennari
and his team of artisans can create an entire space or home from A to Z--including all fabrics, furniture,
lighting, flooring, ceiling, paneling, fixtures and all of the details required to complete a one-of-a-kind space.

GermanKitchenCenter.com

GERMAN KITCHEN CENTER
GKC has partnered with the leading manufacturers in the world in the value premium category
to bring the best value possible to the US allowing consumers to purchase the highest quality
German products at the most attractive pricing that has ever been available in America
GermanKitchenCenter.com

VALUE PREMIUM KITCHENS
VPK provides high quality European kitchens at very attractive pricing through an innovative
hybrid model which combines a complete do it yourself approach with hand picking the required
professional services. For more information or to start the design process
please visit ValuePremiumKitchen.com

PIANCA
Pianca offers the best value for money by combining high-level Italian-designed furniture and
closets at competitive pricing. Pianca is the only Italian manufacturer holding stock in the U.S.,
which allows faster delivery times than those of all other European brands. High-quality wardrobes
and walk-in closet systems offer comparable styles to other great Italian brand names, such as
Dada and Poliform.
The Pianca furniture and closet lines offer an extensive variety, which allows us to furnish entire
homes from A to Z, including dining and living rooms, home offices, libraries and upholstered
furniture.
GermanKitchenCenter.com

GERMAN KITCHEN CENTER LOCATIONS

CALIFORNIA

NEW YORK

WASHINGTON

Los Angeles
8761 Beverly Blvd
West Hollywood ca 90048

Manhattan - Upper West Side
2003 Broadway
(Between 68th and 69th Streets)
New York, NY 10023

Seattle
Seattle Design Center
5701 Sixth Avenue South
Suite 228
Seattle, Washington 98108

COLORADO
Denver
German Kitchen Center
601 S. Broadway, Suite Z
Denver, CO 80209

CONNECTICUT
Greenwich
11 East Putnam Avenue
Greenwich, CT 06830

Manhattan - Upper West Side
191 Amsterdam Avenue
(Between 68th and 69th Streets)
New York, NY 10023
Manhattan - Upper East Side
969 Third Avenue
(Between 57th and 58th Streets)
New York, NY 10022

MATTEO GENNARI - GKC
Manhattan - Midtown East
D&D Building
979 Third Avenue
Suite 923
New York, NY 10022

Westchester
200 East Main Street
Mt. Kisco, NY 10549

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Georgetown
The Waterfront Center
1010 Wisconsin Avenue NW
Suite 200
Washington, DC 20007

FLORIDA
Miami Design District
Miami Design District
25 NE 39th St,
Miami, FL 33137

GEORGIA
Atlanta
Atlanta Decorative Arts Center
351 Peachtree Hills Avenue NE
Suite 208
Atlanta, GA 30305

ILLINOIS
Chicago
1503 N. Halsted
Chicago IL 60642

Brooklyn - Red Hook Waterfront
465 Van Brunt Street
(Across from Fairway Market)
Brooklyn, NY 11231
Brooklyn - Red Hook Waterfront
481 Van Brunt Street
(Across from Fairway Market)
Brooklyn, NY 11231
Kew Gardens, Queens
124-01 Metropolitan Avenue
(At 124th Place)
Queens, NY 11415

TEXAS
Dallas
International on Turtle Creek
Design Center
150 Turtle Creek Boulevard
Suite 201B
Dallas, TX 75207-6800

VISIT OUR WEBSITES:
GermanKitchenCenter.com
GermanDesignCenter.com
LeichtNY.com
Kitchens.NYC

888 - 209 - 5240

